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MERIVOBOX 
Let’s create

MERIVOBOX modular with gallery  
in indium grey matt

MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCAP in orion grey matt MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCOVER in silk white matt

MERIVOBOX is based on a platform concept so you can create 
a broad range of drawers and pull-outs with just a few com-
ponents – and all with the same easy assembly process. This 
simplifies production processes and increases efficiency. 

Drawer M 
Drawer side height M is a true all-rounder – 
as a drawer, but also as a base for all high 
fronted pull-out options.

MERIVOBOX modular with gallery 
The high fronted pull-out option with a 
gallery is eye catching and a top quality, 
entry-level solution. 

Let’s create – 
The box platform  
for your ideas

MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCAP 
Experts consistently opt for metal:  
it accentuates the clear cut design. 

MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCOVER 
Glass design elements capture the light 
and create a classy impression.

Watch the MERIVOBOX video
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Drawer side 
Different possibilities for combining  
drawer sides – distinctive look thanks  
to the characteristic design line.

Front 
Fronts and front pieces are always 
manufactured and assembled in  
the same way, facilitating furniture 
manufacturing.

Cabinet profile 
The cabinet profile forms the basis of the platform:  
you can use the same fixing position (height and depth) for 
all applications – be it with BLUMOTION, SERVO-DRIVE 
or TIP-ON BLUMOTION, with side stabilisers or for inner 
drawers. 

Platform
It takes just a few components to create your 
own extensive range. And you can make furniture 
manufacturing even more efficient at the same time. 
Diverse and yet simple.

MERIVOBOX boasts straight lines and a striking look. Create your own diverse and un-
mistakable range of furniture! Modern minimalism meets distinctive design.

Design

Distinctive drawer side design 
The slim drawer side has a  
distinctive design line that  
creates exciting light reflections.

Straight on the inside  
with flush cover cap 
The clear cut design on the inside  
is rounded off by a flush cover cap.  
AMBIA-LINE beautifully organises  
interiors even with cover caps in place.

Smooth transitions 
For virtually seamless pull-outs.

Exposed metal parts 
Metal components and a coordinated  
colour scheme create a top quality look.

Branding element 
Add your own branding to the drawer  
side – simply slide on the branding  
element for consistent positioning.

Functionality

Synchronised feather-light glide 
The new box system is characterised 
by a smooth opening and closing 
action.

Interface for optional components 
Equip MERIVOBOX with motion  
technologies and side stabilisers  
to suit your needs.

Stable front position 
No matter whether empty or fully laden.  
Once adjusted, the gap layout will remain  
aligned to create a harmonious look.

Vertical stability and full load bearing capacity 
The box system is exceptionally stable thanks to the  
unique L shape of the cabinet profile. What is more,  
it has a high dynamic carrying capacity of 40 or 70 kg. 

Pull-out stop 
Secure connection between  
cabinet profile and drawer.

High front stability 
The front attachment is extremely stable.  
No additional stabiliser is needed even  
when implementing high cabinet fronts.

The newly developed cabinet profile concept delivers extremely smooth 
running action and high load bearing capacity coupled with a feather-light 
glide and enhanced stability.

A well-thought-out concept. No matter which model you opt for,  
assembly is always simple and adjustment always the same.  
It is extremely easy to achieve precise results.   

Assembly

Fast and reliable assembly and removal of fronts 
The holding position allows you to insert fronts with ease (even if a 
pull-out is already in place). And makes it easy to remove very wide 
fronts, even alone.

Watch the MERIVOBOX video


